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Abstract

Participants provided information about their childhood by rating the confidence that
they had experienced various events (e.g., "broke a window playing ball"). On some trials,
participants unscrambled a key word from the event-phrase (e.g., wdinwo – window) or
an unrelated word (e.g., gnutge – nugget) before seeing the event and giving their
confidence rating. Unscrambling led participants to increase their confidence that the
event occurred in their childhood, but only when the confidence rating immediately
followed the act of unscrambling. This increase in confidence mirrors the “revelation
effect” observed in word recognition experiments. We analyze our data using a new signal
detection mixture distribution model which does not require that the researcher knows
the veracity of memory judgments a priori. Our analysis reveals that unscrambling a key
word or an unrelated word affects response bias and discriminability in autobiographical
memory tests in ways that are very similar to those that have been previously found for
word recognition tasks.
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The Revelation Effect for Autobiographical Memory:
A Mixture-Model Analysis

How do people decide if a particular event occurred in the past? One important factor is
the manner in which they process the event they are trying to remember. Unscrambling a
word (anagram) just prior to making a recognition decision on that word or an unrelated
word increases the belief that the target word was seen before –a phenomenon called “the
revelation effect” (Watkins & Peynirciouglu, 1990; Westerman & Greene, 1998). Mostly
observed with verbal stimuli, the revelation effect has been extended to childhood
autobiographical memory (Bernstein, Whittlesea, & Loftus, 2002). Participants express
more confidence that events happened in their childhood if they unscramble a word
embedded within descriptions of those events (e.g., broke a nwidwo playing ball) prior to
making the confidence judgment.
Verde and Rotello (2003, 2004) have shown that revelation experiments in which the
anagram is the same word as the target word (nwidwo – window) yield different effects
than experiments in which the anagram is unrelated to the target word (eblndre [blender]
– window). Using signal detection theory, they demonstrated that the revelation effect for
unrelated anagrams is due to increased response bias only (i.e., a general tendency to
judge items as “old”), whereas the revelation effect for target word anagrams is due to
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both increased response bias and impaired ability to discriminate old and new words as
measured by the discriminability parameter d’.
The present work has two goals. First, we wish to test whether there will be a
revelation effect in autobiographical memory when an anagram is presented immediately
prior to (rather than simultaneously with) the rated life event item. This would
conceptually replicate results found for word recognition tasks. Second, we wish to show
that solving anagrams that are related versus unrelated to life event items produces effects
on discriminability and response bias that are similar to those previously found in
standard recognition paradigms for anagrams identical versus unrelated to target items
(Verde & Rotello, 2004). However, unlike Verde and Rotello (2004), we cannot use
standard signal detection (SD) methods to achieve our second goal because it is generally
unknown which life events depicted in the test really happened to a participant (“true
events”) and which did not (“false events”). We therefore developed a new SD mixture
distribution model that helps us answer our research questions.
Assume that an unknown proportion p of items in the autobiographical memory test
corresponds to true events from the participants’ past. By implication, a proportion (1-p)
of the test items must then describe false events. In keeping with the tenets of SD theory
(e.g., Macmillan & Creelman, 1991), also assume that the familiarities of true and false
events are independently normally distributed with means dt and df (dt > df) and standard
deviations σt and σf, respectively. Given these assumptions, the combined familiarity
distribution aggregated across all true and false life events must be a two-components
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normal mixture. Roughly speaking, the left part of this mixture distribution corresponds
to false events and the right part to true events with an overlapping part in the middle
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. The signal detection mixture distribution model for false and true events
combined (assuming X = 8 rating categories, a true-events proportion of p = .50, equally
spaced response criteria, and equal familiarity standard deviations σf = σt = 1).
Parameters df and dt denote the mean familiarities of false and true events, respectively.
The black line illustrates the familiarity mixture distribution. Grey lines illustrate the
two component distributions for false and true events, respectively.

SD theory is often applied to confidence ratings in “old” judgments (Macmillan &
Creelman, 1991, chap. 3). Given a rating scale with X categories, a standard axiom is that
the rating R exceeds rating category x (x = 1, …, X-1) if and only if the test item
familiarity is larger than the response criterion cx. Applied to our mixture model, the
probability of a confidence rating not exceeding x is
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(1)

where Φ(z) denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function. It is useful to
reconsider the model as a function of the discriminability parameter, d’, where d’ := (dt–
df)/ σf. Note that because dt = d’ · σf + df,

Φ

1–

Φ

.

(2)

Assuming that response biases affect all response criteria equally (additive shift
hypothesis), there are two equivalent options for measuring response bias effects: (1)
assessing variations in response criteria for fixed df and (2) assessing variations in df for
fixed response criteria (cf. Morey, Pratte, & Rouder, in press, Fig. 3). Although the first
option is most often used in SD applications, we chose the second option because it is
more parsimonious in terms of the number of parameters required to capture response
bias effects.
For fixed response criteria, an increase in response bias to rate all events “old” (i.e., a
global familiarity illusion) would show up as an increase in df. In contrast, a reduced
ability to discriminate between true and false life events would manifest as a decrease in
d’. Past work on the revelation effect suggests that smaller d’ parameters are likely to be
obtained only when anagrams related to the target information are solved just before
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replying to the recognition probe. In contrast, df increases are expected for both anagrams
related and anagrams unrelated to the recognition probe.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we presented anagrams of key words (nwidwo; Related Anagram) or
unrelated words (gnutge; Unrelated Anagram) prior to the putative life event (broke a
window playing ball). Participants then rated the life event in terms of whether it
happened in their own childhood. A control condition was included in which no anagram
was presented prior to the life event ratings (see Verde & Rotello, 2004, Experiment 4,
for a similar procedure involving word recognition).
In many prior revelation studies, false alarm rates increased in both the related and
the unrelated anagram conditions relative to the no anagram condition, but hit rates
remained relatively stable (see Verde & Rotello, 2004). On the basis of such results, we
expected that participants’ confidence that events occurred in their childhood would
increase in both related and unrelated anagram conditions relative to the control
condition. Moreover, we expected differential effects of related and unrelated anagrams
on both discriminability and bias.

Participants
Seventy-two University of Washington undergraduates participated for course credit.
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Stimuli and Procedure
Participants trained on 15 single word anagrams and were given rules for unscrambling
them. For example, participants attempted to unscramble the anagram, “ADRAM” using
the rule: 2,3,1,5,4. Here, the “2” and “3” refer to the second and third letter in the
anagram (e.g., the “D” and “R” in “ADRAM”), which are also the first and second letter
in the unscrambled version of the target word: “DRAMA.”
Stimuli were presented in capital letters on a flat-white wall using a 60-hz LCD
projector interfaced to a Macintosh G4 running under MATLAB. Participants were run
in groups of up to eight.
The three conditions – Control, Unrelated Anagram, and Related Anagram – were
run in separate blocks of 16 trials each, counterbalanced across participants. Item order
was fixed. The test phase consisted of a 48-item Life Events Inventory (LEI) taken from
Bernstein, Godfrey, Davison, and Loftus (2004). On each test trial, participants either
viewed a series of Xs (control condition) or else they unscrambled anagrams of key words
(e.g., "NWIDWO") or unrelated anagrams ("KBAIGN" - baking) before seeing and
rating intact life events ("BROKE A WINDOW PLAYING BALL"). The number of
Xs in the Control condition and the number of letters in the Unrelated Anagram
condition varied from four to ten, and matched the number of letters in the key word
within the life event (see Appendix 1 in Bernstein et al., 2004). Participants used a 1-8
scale to rate their confidence that the events occurred in their childhood before the age of
10 (1 = definitely did not occur; 8 = definitely did occur).
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Depending on the condition, participants either viewed Xs or unscrambled words for ten
seconds prior to seeing and rating the life event. Pilot work indicated that participants
could unscramble most words within ten seconds. At the end of the ten-second period, a
beep sounded, followed one second later by the life event. The participants were given
seven seconds to rate the life event before the next trial began. Participants were
instructed to stop working on unscrambling the anagram as soon as the beep sounded.
Successive blocks of trials were separated by a one-minute break. The participants solved
anagrams and rated life events on a sheet of paper provided by the experimenter.

Results and Discussion

Participants successfully unscrambled 79% of the anagrams.1 Unscrambling success did
not affect the pattern of results; therefore all trials were included in the analyses. The data
were analyzed in two ways. First, we calculated the mean confidence rating for each of
the three conditions (see Table 1). Compared to the control condition in which the life
event was preceded by Xs (Mean = 4.15), unscrambling an unrelated anagram (Mean =

1

This rate of unscrambling success is lower than in most standard revelation experiments. Unlike other

revelation experiments in which the anagrams are a fixed length and participants have unlimited time to
unscramble anagrams, here the anagrams ranged in length from four to ten letters and participants had a
ten-second deadline to unscramble anagrams.
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4.42) significantly increased autobiographical memory confidence t(71) = 2.39, p = .019.2
Compared to the control condition, unscrambling a related anagram (Mean = 4.37) also
significantly increased autobiographical memory confidence t(71) = 2.20, p = .031. There
was no difference between the Unrelated and Related Anagram conditions (t<1.0). Thus,
we obtained significant revelation effects in both anagram conditions.

Table 1. Mean confidence ratings and standard errors (SEM)
for Experiments 1 and 2.

Experiment

Condition

Mean

SEM

1

XXX

4.15

.10

1

Unrelated Anagram

4.42

.11

1

Related Anagram

4.37

.11

2

XXX

4.36

.10

2

Unrelated Anagram

4.38

.13

2

Related Anagram

4.48

.12

Second, we fitted the SD mixture distribution model described in Equations (1) and (2)
to the 3·8=24 rating category frequencies. Because Pearson χ 2 tests of association
indicated heterogeneity of individual distributions for both experiments, we fitted the
model to individual frequency data.3 To ensure identifiability of our model, we placed
three types of restrictions on the model parameters. First, as outlined in the introduction,

2

The significance level α =.05 was used for all statistical analyses reported in this article. All upper-tail

probabilities (p values) refer to two-tailed tests.
3

Individuals are treated as fixed effects in our approach. For a random effects framework to handle

variability between individuals and items in signal detection models, see Rouder, Lu, Sun, Speckman,
Morey, and Naveh-Benjamin (2007) and Morey et al. (in press).
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we assumed that participants utilized the same response criteria in each of the three
blocks of trials corresponding to the three experimental conditions. Second, following a
suggestion by Clarke, Birdsall, and Tanner (1959), we assumed that participants used
comparable confidence criteria on the negative side (x = 1, …, 4) and the positive side (x
= 5, …, 8) of the rating scale. The latter assumption results in the constraint that
response criteria are spaced symmetrically around the boundary between categories 4 and
5 (i.e., c4). To ensure identical zero points and units of measurement on the familiarity
scale, we fixed c1 at 1.5 and c4 at 4.5 for each participant. Third, to reduce the number of
parameters even further, we made use of the well-established result that the ratio of the
standard deviations for new and old items tends to be fairly constant across studies (cf.
Rotello, Macmillan, & Reeder, 2004, p. 590). In line with this result, we assumed that
the ratio of the familiarity standard deviations of false and true events was constant across
the three conditions ( σf(j)/ σt(j) =r for all conditions j, where r was allowed to differ
between participants).
The restricted model is identifiable and includes 13 parameters for three conditions:
six means (dt and df), four parameters defining the six standard deviations (σt and σf), two
distance parameters defining the response criteria (c1, …, c7), and the proportion of true
events (p). Because each participant contributes 3·(8-1)=21 independent rating
frequencies to the combined data set, the goodness-of-fit test has 21-13=8 degrees of
freedom. We calculated Minimum Chi-Square parameter estimates (see Read & Cressie,
1988) for the observed raw frequencies of each participant by numerically minimizing the
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Pearson χ 2 statistic using Gegenfurtner´s (1992) PRAXIS subroutine. To minimize the
risk of convergence to local minima of the χ 2 function, the estimation process was
repeated ten times per participant, each time using new random start values
independently drawn from uniform distributions across the permissible intervals of the
parameters. The following permissible intervals were used for each participant and
condition: [.1, .9] for p, [.5, 4.5] for df, [4.5, 8.5] for dt, [.5, 4] for σf, and [.5, 1.5] for 1/r,
that is, the constant standard deviation ratio σt/σf. Pearson’s χ 2 was used as a goodnessof-fit statistic because it is defined even if there are empty cells in the raw data. Given a
sample size of only N=48 per participant, the power of the χ 2 test is of course too low to
perform formal goodness-of-fit tests at the individual level. However, the sum of the
individual χ 2 statistics across all 72 participants provides a powerful goodness-of-fit test.
This sum was χ 2(N=3456; df=576) = 612.13, p > .05 , indicating an acceptable model fit.
The mean estimate of the p parameter was .54. Thus, on average, roughly half of the
test items correspond to true events according to our model-based analysis. The mean
estimates (and standard errors) of df, dt, σf, σt, and d’ are summarized in the upper part
of Table 2. As can be seen, df tends to be larger in the unscrambling conditions whereas
the pattern is less clear for dt. Importantly, as a consequence of the larger standard
deviations, the discriminability parameter d’, which is measured in σf units, is smallest in
the Related Anagram condition.
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Because the distributions of the parameter estimates were quite skewed, we performed
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests rather than t tests for the variables listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Mean parameter estimates (and standard errors of means) for the signal detection
mixture model (Experiments 1 and 2).

Experiment 1
Familiarity Means

Familiarity Std. Deviations Discriminability

Condition

df

dt

σf

σt

d’ = (dt-df)/ σf

XXX

1.50 (.12)

7.27 (.14)

2.03 (.15)

2.53 (.25)

4.33 (.39)

Unrelated

1.88 (.14)

7.50 (.13)

1.86 (.16)

2.25 (.25)

5.13 (.46)

Related

1.79 (.14)

7.38 (.13)

2.18 (.16)

2.69 (.25)

4.10 (.41)

Experiment 2
Familiarity Means

Familiarity Std. Deviations Discriminability

Condition

df

dt

σf

σt

d’ = (dt-df)/ σf

XXX

2.20 (.17)

7.48 (.14)

1.77 (.16)

1.87 (.25)

4.52 (.47)

Unrelated

2.16 (.17)

7.35 (.17)

1.80 (.13)

1.88 (.26)

4.88 (.56)

Related

2.37 (.18)

7.32 (.16)

1.73 (.17)

1.81 (.24)

5.02 (.62)

Compared to the control condition, the familiarity of false events, df, is significantly
larger in the Unrelated Anagram condition (z=2.35, p=.019) and marginally significantly
larger in the Related Anagram condition (z=1.90, p=.057). Note, however, that the latter
effect would be significant at α =.05 with a one-tailed test in the predicted direction. The
two anagram conditions do not differ significantly (z=0.23). These results closely
resemble those previously found by Verde and Rotello (2003, 2004) for revelation effects
on response bias in word recognition tests. With respect to the familiarity of true events,
dt, none of the differences approaches significance (all z<1.78).
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Wilcoxon tests for estimates of the discriminability parameter showed that d’ is
significantly smaller in the Related Anagram condition compared to the Unrelated
Anagram condition (z=2.14, p=.033). None of the other differences in d’ approaches
significance (all z<1.48). Because differences in d’ = (dt–df) / σf might be due to
differences in σf, we also analyzed treatment effects on the familiarity standard
deviations. As can been seen in Table 2, σf and σt are in fact larger in the Related
Anagram condition compared to the Unrelated Anagram condition. This difference is
marginally significant for σf (z=1.90, p=.058) and significant for σt (z=2.11, p=.035).
None of the other differences between standard deviations is significant (all z<1.47).
To summarize, Experiment 1 shows that unscrambling either related or unrelated
anagrams prior to trying to remember a life event increases one’s confidence that the
event occurred in childhood. This increase in confidence mirrors that seen in recognition
experiments involving the unscrambling of anagrams (Verde & Rotello, 2003, 2004;
Watkins & Peynircioglu, 1990), prompting us to conclude that our results and those of
Bernstein et al. (2002, 2004) are indeed revelation effects. In addition, the results based
on our new SD mixture model closely resemble those found by Verde and Rotello (2003,
2004) using standard SDT in showing that solving unrelated anagrams produces
familiarity illusions only, whereas solving related anagrams produces both familiarity
illusions and a genuine decrease in memory accuracy.
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Experiment 2

Experiment 1 demonstrated that a revelation effect for childhood autobiographical
memory is also obtained when participants unscramble either related or unrelated
anagrams before trying to remember childhood events. In Experiment 1, we imposed a
10-second deadline by which participants had to unscramble the anagram before
immediately making their autobiographical memory rating. If the revelation effect for
autobiographical memory observed in Experiment 1 depends on shifts in familiarity
associated with unscrambling, as we have argued elsewhere (e.g., Bernstein et al., 2002;
2004), then we reasoned that these shifts would be transient. In Experiment 2, we
decreased the time pressure on our participants for switching between the two cognitive
tasks by imposing a 20-second delay between anagram unscrambling or viewing of Xs and
the autobiographical memory rating task. We expected that the revelation effect obtained
in Experiment 1 would disappear in Experiment 2.

Participants
Forty-eight University of Washington undergraduates participated for course credit.

Stimuli and Procedure
The stimuli and procedure were identical to those used in Experiment 1 except that after
the initial 10-second period in which participants either attempted to unscramble the
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anagram or viewed a series of Xs, they waited 20 seconds before the putative life event
appeared. Then they had seven seconds to rate the life event.

Results and Discussion

Participants successfully unscrambled 82% of the anagrams. Unscrambling success had no
effect on the pattern of results. Therefore, all trials were included in the analyses. Unlike
Experiment 1, no pairwise differences between confidence ratings were found between
any of the three conditions in Experiment 2 (see Table 1).
Data analyses based on the SD mixture distribution model revealed that the sum of
the

individual

Pearson

chi-square

goodness-of-fit

statistics

was

χ 2(N=2304,

df=384)=426.88, p > .05, again indicating an acceptable model fit. The mean p estimate
for Experiment 2 was .50. The means (and standard errors) of the other parameter
estimates are summarized in the lower part of Table 2. As can be seen from the table,
differences between experimental conditions are generally small. Neither the treatment
effects on df and dt nor those on σf and σt approach significance (all z<.735). The same
holds for estimates of d’ (all z<.624). Thus, when participants had to wait 20 seconds
between unscrambling an anagram and rating a life event, no revelation effect occurred
(neither an effect on bias nor an effect on memory accuracy).
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General Discussion

We have shown that unscrambling a word immediately before rating a life event increases
people’s confidence that the event occurred in their childhood (Experiment 1). We call
this the revelation effect for autobiographical memory (Bernstein et al., 2004). We have
also shown that this effect is short-lived: in Experiment 2, where participants
unscrambled anagrams and then had to wait 20 seconds before evaluating life events, no
revelation effect emerged.
There is one very important difference between standard recognition memory, the
task employed in most previous revelation experiments, and the autobiographical memory
task studied here. In recognition experiments, study and test lists are under the
experimenters’ control, enabling experimenters to estimate hits and false alarms. In the
present work we do not know which events did or did not occur in our participants’
childhoods. Despite this limitation, we were able to profitably apply signal detection
analyses to study childhood autobiographical memory using a mixture model approach.
Although we cannot say definitively whether the effects observed in Experiment 1
were due to increases in hits or false alarms or both, our findings are at least consistent
with previous work demonstrating that there is a tendency to say that a word is more
familiar (i.e., “old”) after that word or an unrelated word is unscrambled. The revelation
effect is typically stronger for false alarms than for hits (Hicks & Marsh, 1998).
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Consistent with this past finding are the results of our analyses based on the SD mixture
distribution model, showing that unscrambling tends to increase the mean familiarities of
false events more than those of true events. We therefore maintain that the increase in
confidence observed in Experiment 1 likely reflects false memory to at least some degree.
This effect, along with an increase in familiarity standard deviations in the Related
Anagram condition compared to the Unrelated Anagram condition, also decreases the
discriminability of true and false events following unscrambling of words related to the
recognition probe. The same finding has previously been reported for word recognition
tasks (Mulligan & Lozito, 2006; Verde & Rotello, 2004).
Bernstein et al. (2002) have theorized that the revelation effect for autobiographical
memory occurs as follows. Participants experience anagrams as dysfluent, and establish an
unconscious expectation that anagrams are hard to process. Upon either solving the
anagram or not, they process the intact life event fluently. The mismatch between
expectation (e.g., “this will be hard”) and outcome (e.g., “wow, this life event is easy to
read”) produces a sense of discrepancy. In the process of resolving this discrepancy
participants identify particular events as being old because the unexpected fluency with
which they process the intact events is mistaken for familiarity. Because familiarity is
more likely to occur for events that are old than for events that are new, participants
experience illusions of childhood autobiographical memory (see also Whittlesea &
Williams, 2001). This fluency misattribution account can be reconciled with the results of
our mixture-model analyses by assuming that the fluency induced by unscrambling
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unrelated anagrams affects familiarity additively whereas unscrambling related anagrams
affects familiarity multiplicatively. In the latter case, items that are initially high in
familiarity are more strongly enhanced in their familiarity than those that are initially low
in familiarity, thus producing both a mean increase and an increase in the variability of
familiarity. Both assumptions appear plausible, but further tests are needed.
In addition to showing how the revelation effect extends to autobiographical
memory, we have demonstrated here how mixture distribution models can be applied to
autobiographical memory. Verde and Rotello (2004) developed their signal detection
model of the revelation effect to account for data obtained in experiments in which the
veracity of the participants’ memories was known. Here we have shown how their
methods can be extended and applied to autobiographical memory data where the
veracity of memory judgments is typically unknown. Although we cannot say which of
our participants’ particular memories were true and which were false, the fact that our
manipulations influenced the hypothesized underlying familiarity distributions of true
and false events in the same way that these manipulations have previously been shown to
influence familiarities of actual true and false events leads us to conclude that our effects
plausibly correspond to differential processing of true and false memories.
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